Molecular Machine Powered Surface Programmatic Chain Reaction for Highly Sensitive Electrochemical Detection of Protein.
A bipedal molecular machine powered surface programmatic chain reaction was designed for electrochemical signal amplification and highly sensitive electrochemical detection of protein. The bipedal molecular machine was built through aptamer-target specific recognition for the binding of one target protein with two DNA probes, which hybridized with surface-tethered hairpin DNA 1 (H1) via proximity effect to expose the prelocked toehold domain of H1 for the hybridization of ferrocene-labeled hairpin DNA 2 (H2-Fc). The toehold-mediated strand displacement reaction brought the electrochemical signal molecule Fc close to the electrode and meanwhile released the bipedal molecular machine to traverse the sensing surface by the surface programmatic chain reaction. Eventually, a large number of duplex structures of H1-H2 with ferrocene groups facing to the electrode were formed on the sensor surface to generate an amplified electrochemical signal. Using thrombin as a model target, this method showed a linear detection range from 2 pM to 20 nM with a detection limit of 0.76 pM. The proposed detection strategy was enzyme-free and allowed highly sensitive and selective detection of a variety of protein targets by using corresponding DNA-based affinity probes, showing potential application in bioanalysis.